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Held in Las Vegas, GlobalShop is the world's largest annual expo and conference
dedicated to retail design and marketing. In our first report, we look at three key,
emergent topics: the value of humanising brand connections, investing in experiences
and key visual trends.
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SUMMARY

HUMANISING THE BRAND While digitalfirst thinking is
swiftly becoming the strategic norm, many speakers noted
the need to couple new media (online and instore) with
humanised connections that ensure tech tools don't
overshadow fundamental brand relevance. Localised
storytelling, philanthropic invention and making the leap from
retailer to consumerenabler all figured.

THE NEED TO CONVENE: INVESTING IN EXPERIENCES
Another angle on the value of humanisation concerned retail's
increasingly indepth relationship with its leisure and
hospitality counterparts – both in terms of borrowed ideas and
direct partnerships. In an era of digital convenience,
compelling physical experiences worthy of a digital overspill
are set to become the biggest brand differentiators.

VISUAL TRENDS Key visual trends that were pinpointed,
traversing windows, architecture and interiors, included an
elevated sense of authenticity, construction chic, modern
reinterpretations of classical design, and heritage revivals.

Artifacts at Breeze Center, Tapei

Humanising the Brand
In an era in which retail has been characterised by the advance of remote, digital connections, several speakers focused
on how more humanised brand connections will be a key differentiator in sorting standard retailers from brands with a
longterm goal of enduring consumer loyalty. An acknowledgement of consumers' individuality, often leading to elements
of empowering cocreation, lay at the heart of many examples.
Rob Depp, vicepresident of US architects firm FRCH Design, led a panel discussion on the value of human connections
in orchestrating authentic "brand chemistry" between retailers and consumers.
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Most people wouldn't care if 75% of brands disappeared tomorrow. It is now more important to
communicate from a place of authenticity than vitality to make real connections.
ROB DEPP, VICEPRESIDENT OF US ARCHITECTS FIRM FRCH DESIGN

AllRound Appreciation: Mario Chady is a social entrepreneur and cofounder of Brazilian restaurant chain
Spoleto, which serves Italian cuisine. He discussed how Spoleto's entire culture (both internal and consumer
facing) is based on cultivating unique experiences that talk to consumers' increasing desire for more personal
recognition.
Internally, an annual juggling competition and trips to Italy for top franchisees establish a playful, familial working
culture. The restaurants host regular kids' days, where children can create their own pasta and pizzas. It also runs
an urban art programme conceived to regenerate less affluent districts in Rio. On International Women's Day in
March 2015, women bold enough to state "I am beautiful" to the cashier received discounted food. "It was about
signalling a more holistic approach to commerce, within which both appreciation and a sense of play is critical,"
says Chady.
Cultivating Communities: Bryan Sawyer is senior managing director at US toy retailer BuildABear. All bears
are created in 'BuildYourBear' workshops that include 'making ceremonies' designed to foster a playful sense of
responsibility and cultivate longterm brand loyalty.
He described how the brand perceives its wideranging philanthropic activities (including building playgrounds and
supporting community education initiatives) as an extension of its cocreationfocused unique selling point.
Its recent initiative Promise Pets – devised in tandem with US pet adoption service Petfinder – sees all new bears
accompanied by an app featuring a virtual pet. Kids are asked to take care of their virtual pets through fun, but
also challenging games. While donations can be made to Petfinder via the app, according to Sawyer, the main
premise of the project is to create a system that actively cultivates a social/communityaware attitude in its
consumer base – "laying the foundations for social responsibility".
ConsumerCreators: BuildABear has also launched Bearville – its own online games and video channel within
the Play Section of its website and also on YouTube – to extend the human face of the brand. Originally launched
purely with brandcreated content, it now also broadcasts consumers' selfmade videos.
For more on this topic, see EcoEthicalSustainable in our Future of the Store Industry Trend and Community &
Commerce. Also, look out for our Brands Behaving Authentically report, publishing in May 2015.

Spoleto restaurant chain

BuildaBear toy workshops
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Spoleto kids days

Spoleto's 'I am beautiful' campaign

BuildaBear toy workshops
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Brands Beyond Retail: Joan Insel, retail strategist at US architects Callison, discussed how this desire for
humanised, communitycentric brand behaviour is also filtering into nonretailbranded experiences. US TV show
The Walking Dead created a popup shop at music and interactive festival South by Southwest in Texas in March
2015. Aping the programme's zombie theme, consumers paid for show memorabilia in blood donations. For more
on linking film/TV with retail, see Shoppable Content: Entertainment in our Anywhere Retailing Industry Trend.
Reboot with BackStory: Kevin E. Kelley, cofounder of US architects and urban planning agency Shook Kelley,
discussed its work for Canadian supermarket Freson Bros. It transformed the Alberta store's chaotic environment
into a homely, vibrant space using key aspects of spatial storytelling – a central café featuring a large, farmhouse
table, the introduction of a root cellar, and a smoke house – all reclaimed from the brand's own backstory.
Similarly, its redesign of US convenience retailer Thornton's Gas Station with a rollout in view – adding food and
heavily zoning it – incurred an 81% increase in beverage sales alone.
"It's about changing shape and format in terms of design to signal the proposition in meaning," said Kelley. "As
humans, as much as we want solutions, we're also a meaningseeking species and with a strong sensory aspect to
our desire."

Freson Bros by Shook Kelly

BuildaBear toy workshops

Freson Bros by Shook Kelly

Walking Dead popup shop at SXSW 2015

Walking Dead popup shop at SXSW 2015

The Need to Convene: Elevated Experiences
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According to Scott Peterson, creative director of US brand strategy agency Fiction, 50% of men and 70% of women
(globally) now consider shopping a form of entertainment, with 32% of millennials now actively expecting brands to host
some kind of entertainment experience. This highlights the relevance of socialised, hybridised, entertainmentheavy
retail experiences. Many speakers focused on the "need to convene", and also to offer surprises, in order to engage
consumers and subsequently feed other brand channels.
Thrilling Exposure: Brian Thornton, founder of Brian G. Thornton Designs, cited the Fashion Show Mall in Las
Vegas as a prime example. It includes a catwalk stage that rises up from below the floor at midday every day,
hosting 25 models displaying pieces representing all the core brands within the mall. Their dressing room is a
glass box, using the creative process itself to generate buzz (see also Exploiting Insider Access).
Extended Theatre: Insel highlighted several concepts trading on amplified forms of retail theatre, including The
Reserve Roastery & Tasting Room – a new concept from US coffee giant Starbucks in Seattle. Described by the
brand as "the ultimate expression of Starbucks", it showcases how the coffee is made and roasted, presenting a
"Willy Wonkaesque" venue for congregation and discussion. Onehundred more are scheduled to launch in the
US and Asia in 2016 (see also Immersive Brand Spaces).
Surprise & Delight Resurrected: Insel also referenced sports brand Puma's Peep Show concept in Amsterdam
– where red boxes inside the store's changing rooms reveal surprise films on a TV screen (different every time);
and The Doughnut Vault in Seattle – a diminutive eatery that's become a cult hit with locals and tourists thanks to
its humorous messaging and unpredictable hours (it closes when the doughnuts run out). See also Haute Humour:
Visual Influence.
Insel mentioned a specific need to thrill and confound with both content and materials in order to sufficiently
amplify such experiences.
Experience First: Kelley cited Harley Davidson as a key example of a brand elevating its retail stance via
experiential thinking, saying: "Great companies don't create meaning – they tap into existing meaning with key
experiences; great moments are experienced, not thought of." The American motorcycle brand's New York flagship
includes a café, bike lift and showroom, as well as a 3D bikebuilder – pitching itself as a serious hub for
enthusiasts.
Shop, Work, Play, Heal: According to Beth Campbell, principal at US architects Gensler, the global population
boom that's feeding the rise of vertical cities will also foster more hybrid retailleisure concepts. In these
multipurpose environments in which to "shop, live, work, play and heal", integrated, experiential modes of
commerce will be essential.
Campbell also cited airports as hotbeds of convivial activity, referencing San Francisco's T2 as a key example.
See also Innovations in Airport Retailing. See also Music Meets Retail, Future Stores: Brand Hubs and Product
Playgrounds, The Evolution of the Flagship and Hybrid Retailing.

50% of men and 70% of women (globally) now consider shopping a form of entertainment, with 32% of
millennials now actively expecting brands to host some kind of entertainment experience.
SCOTT PETERSON, CREATIVE DIRECTOR OF US BRAND STRATEGY AGENCY FICTION

The Reserve Roastery & Tasting Room, Seattle
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The Doughnut Vault, Seattle

Puma’s Peep Show concept, Amsterdam

Fashion Show Mall, Las Vegas

Harley Davidson, New York

The Doughnut Vault, Seattle

The Doughnut Vault, Seattle

Puma’s Peep Show concept, Amsterdam

Fashion Show Mall, Las Vegas

Terminal 2 at San Francisco airport

Harley Davidson, New York

Visual Trends
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Several visual retail experts provided a personal headsup on the current and emerging visual trends with strategic
mileage. Examples swung between the retail and hospitality sectors, indicative of increasingly blurred boundaries
between the two industries.
Renaissance Retail: Jon Harari is chief executive of USbased WindowsWear – an interactive, shoppable global
database of fashion windows. He highlighted how several brands have reimagined historic window displays to
deliver a direct nod to their past glories, including US retailer Club Monaco and luxury Italian label Lanvin – both of
which, in early 2015, replicated displays first seen more than half a century ago.
Harari suggested the trend has been spurred by a postrecessionary desire to remind consumers of their enduring
creative prowess, while also flagging the weight of heritage as a key storytelling tool.
He also noted US department store Macy's decision, as part of the current $40m overhaul of its Herald Square
flagship in New York, to retain and revitalise its original, woodflanked escalators and decorative central
elevators. See also Monetising Brand Heritage and 21st Century Archives.
Classically Modern: Harari was echoed by Kathy Andersson, colour marketing manager at US paint
manufacturer SherwinWilliams. She pinpointed a rising aesthetic based on classic, clean lines, using historically
weighty, almost palatial materials such as stone, marble and tiles. Warming greys, rosegold metallics, wood
finishes (distressed and natural) and contrasting surfaces – as seen in spaces such as creative home décor store
Alchemy Works in LA and fashion label Artifacts' store within the Breeze Mall, Taipei – "all supports the styling of
museum or galleryesque settings", said Andersson.

Alchemy Works, Los Angeles

Alchemy Works, Los Angeles

Artifacts at Breeze Center, Tapei

Artifacts at Breeze Center, Tapei

Club Monaco windows at Lord & Taylor, New York (October 1954)
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Central elevators at Macy's, NYC

Lanvin windows at Lord & Taylor, New York (August
1951)

Lanvin windows, New York, (November 2013)

Heralding Authenticity: Andersson also highlighted the premise of authenticity. This is being expressed via
natural, mixed materials (including matt and reflective surfaces) with warm colours and an imperfect patina in a bid
to engage a consumer mindset that appreciates transparency – see the Value of Made In and Positive
Provenance for more. Andersson cited the URBN hotel in Shanghai and the Searsucker restaurant in San Diego
as key examples.
Construction Chic: Dovetailing directly with the authentic approach, Andersson also described the trend for
'construction chic' – an edgier, more eclectic version of the above. Incorporating neutralcoloured, salvaged
materials such as rope, plywood and crates, everyday materials are translated into inspiring spatial constructs.
Such styling "is similarly designed to support popups and the influx of more transparent business models", she
commented. The Camper store in Milan and The Attic Bar in Minsk, Belarus, were cited as key examples.

Searsucker, San Diego

Camper store, Milan

Attic Bar, Belarus
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FUTURE
INSIGHTS

HUMANISE FOR THE TECH ERA In an era of remote, digitised
connections oversaturated with brands, forging genuine,
humanised relationships is key to gaining serious traction. From
philanthropic activity with a communitycentric focus, to more
personable messaging, make your communications as human
as possible to promote an authentic perspective and, most
importantly, your reason for being.

EXPERIENCES RULE With huge swathes of the population now
believing that retail should fundamentally be grounded in
entertainment, providing a platform for socialisation and
entertainment is essential. From concepts hooked on the more
esoteric, surprising side of entertainment, to retail and music
venue mergers, look to hybrid concepts the borrow from
hospitality (and beyond) to make a mark.

COCREATION INSPIRES LOYALTY Modern consumers
expect a level of participation within any brand experience.
Empower your audience with products, services or platforms
that allow them to establish a voice or reap rewards – instantly
and ongoing.
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About Stylus
Stylus is a global innovation research and advisory firm, which works with businesses to stimulate innovation and growth.
Our team of researchers identify and analyse the latest consumer lifestyle, product design and customer engagement
trends across 20+ industries. The reports we publish provide commercial insight for 300+ global brands and agencies,
making Stylus an essential resource for professionals in innovation, planning, strategy, product design and marketing
roles.
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